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Abstract: Augmented Reality technology is increasingly present smart packaging feature. This paper
presents the development of the smart packaging application that will provide information on the state of
the product in packaging using the Augmented reality technology as a result. In order to control the product
state, freshness control labels were printed with stimuli-responsive dyes in the form of specific code. These
dyes are conceivable for all environmentally sensitive goods during storage and transport such as food,
seeds, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, electronics etc. These dyes are very useful for controlling the product
freshness because they do not require an additional power supply and they can be monitored optically via
the smart device camera. Stimuli-responsive dyes can report different environmental influences such as
water/moisture, temperature, light, pressure, pH, etc. in a one-bit binary state or in gradually changing
optical properties. The aim of the paper is the development of the application that will provide product
freshness information based on packaging design (product type) and different environmental influences.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a long list of various “smart materials” that enhance smart packages. These include shape memory
alloys to control the opening and closing of packages depending on environmental conditions, piezoelectric
materials to provide power for lighting and audio features on packaging, smart adhesives that can be used
in conjunction with smart labels, thermochromic inks to show when optimal or dangerous temperatures
have been reached, etc. (Furht, 2011). There are features and benefits of combining these smart materials
with Augmented Reality technology. In this paper, we will describe how to develop the smart labels and
augmented reality app for identifying product state. A smart label will be printed with screen printing inks
tone sensitive to the change of essential parameters for the preservation of product state
(time, temperature, UV rays, humidity, etc.), and the Augmented Reality app will be developed in Swift
program language for new iOS 11 devices.
1.1 Stimuli-responsive dyes
Stimuli-responsive or sensitive dyes change their absorption spectrum through induced transformations of
light, temperature, pH, water, etc. The most-known organic compound in this category is spiropyran;
its reversible closure properties are extensively examined. Induced by heating and light irradiation, it
becomes coloured (Hunger, 2003).
In recent years stimuli-responsive dyes are used for the printing, packaging, security (brand protection,
traceability, tamper-evidence), medical sterilisation, heat and radiation curing, food retorting, coding and
marking, etc. (Siltechlimited, 2018).
Smart inks can respond to the following sources of stimulation (Sfxc, 2018):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gamma Radiation
UV Radiation
Temperature (Heat or cold)
Steam
Ethylene Oxide
Infrared Radiation etc.
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Thermochromic inks or dyes are temperature sensitive (Stančić et al, 2013) compounds that change colour
gradually in response to fluctuations in temperatures. There are both irreversible and reversible
types (Sfxc, 2018).
1.2 Smart Labels
There are different types of smart labels developed for smart packaging. In this paper, we are based on
creating Augmented Reality application for the specific thermochromic label. These labels were developed
by Đurđević et al. (Đurđević et al, 2017). The labels were printed in the first pass, with thermochromic ink
and after drying process in the second pass, labels were printed with conventional ink (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Thermochromic Smart label printing process

1.3 Smart packaging
Smart packaging provides enhanced functionality that can be divided into two submarkets: active
packaging and intelligent packaging (Packagingdigest, 2018). Active packaging is packaging, which has an
extra function in addition to that of providing a protective barrier against external influence. It can control,
and even react to, phenomena taking place inside the package. Intelligent packaging monitors to give
information on the quality and state of the packed product. Smart, intelligent or clever packaging is defined
as a packaging technique containing an external or internal indicator for the active product history and
quality (Febech et al, 2000).
1.4 Augmented Reality Technology
AR-technology has huge possibilities, and only technology and imagination set the limit on what can
be achieved with it. AR-technology can be used in many fields such as commercial, games, navigation,
tourism, medicine, military, maintenance, etc. (Azuma, 1997; Sielhorst et al, 2004; Jung et al, 2008;
Reitmayr et al, 2004; Platonov et al, 2006). In recent years, a wide variety of AR technologies and
applications have been developed (Van Krevelen et al, 2013; Caudell et al, 1992).
The term “Augmented Reality” was coined by Caudell and Mizell (Caudell et al, 1992) in 1992,
as superimposing environment whose elements are merged with augmented computer-generated images
creating a mixed reality (Furht, 2011). Unlike virtual reality, which creates an artificial environment,
Augmented Reality uses the existing environment and overlays new information on top of it. That means
Augmented Reality requires less computation resource than Virtual Reality (VR) because it only needs to
render the overlaid objects instead of every pixel on the screen.
Augmented Reality combines real and virtual, it is interactive in real time and registered in 3D (Azuma,
1997). Combines real and virtual means that information or animations are displayed on the same screen
as the user sees the actual world on or through, to enhance what the user can see and read out from realworld objects. Interactive in real time means that the user can interact with whatever information is
displayed in the AR system. For instance, a user might look at a food packaging and is provided information
about the food manufacturer and by clicking on this information the user can get the other food product
list or the manufacturer’s website (Figure 2). Registered in 3D means that virtual information is displayed
and aligned with the real-world object (Tholsgard, 2014).
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Figure 2: Augmented Reality App activated after product label scan

1.5 Problem Description
This work aims to develop the Augmented Reality app that is possible to check the product state via
comparing packaging design (product type) and smart thermochromic label. The Smart thermochromic label
was the previous research, and its development can be found in Đurđević et al. (Đurđević et al, 2017) article.

2. METHODS AND TOOLS
The following applications were used for the Augmented Reality smart packaging application development:
3D Studio Max for 3D modelling of freshness indicator, Xcode 9.4.1 and Swift 4 for programming application
for iOS devices, as well as the Adobe Illustrator CC, Adobe Photoshop CC and Sketch for creating design
interface of the application.

3. RESULTS
The basis of this application is the Smart Label image consisting fields printed with conventional inks and
fields printed with irreversible thermochromatic inks that disappear if they reach the higher temperature
in the ambient than the activation temperature (for the used type of ink 30oC). Developing code for this
type of smart packaging labels is shown in previous research (Đurđević et al, 2017).
Smart labels are applied to existing packaging, where the first target is the segment of packaging design
side to applied label, second is the non-activated label code design, and the third is the label code in the
activated form. In this way, the device recognises the product and the status of the label code, and by
linking this two information gives freshness state of the product. For example, if the frost product is
concerned, activating the thermochromatic ink will signal that the product was thawed during storage,
and because of that, it is not fresh anymore. Parts of the user interface design were created in vector
graphics software from the Adobe CC package, Adobe Illustrator, and integrated into UI design software
Sketch (Figure 3). Finally, user interface design from Sketch is used in Xcode.
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Figure 3: Smart Packaging Application UI development in Sketch

It can be seen that based on the GPS location, additional information about the identified product is also
loaded on the interface, such as the price, the declaration, the store, the expiration date. Figure 4 shows
View Controllers in Xcode. Application interface screens can be found in figure 3.

Figure 4: Augmented Reality app View Controllers connections in xCode

The "Scan" tab allows you to launch an AR camera that recognises the product and its freshness and prints
data within the “Info” tab. Bzelow is the code that is associated with the View Controller “Scan” tab and
“Scan” tab in use while the application is running on a smartphone (Figure 6).
First, it is necessary to import code packages for Augmented Reality and User Interface development.
import Foundation
import UIKit
import ARKit
Then in this part of code buttons are linked with View Controllers.
class SecondViewController: UIViewController {
@IBOutlet weak var sceneView: ARSCNView!
@IBOutlet weak var label: UILabel!
This part of the code is responsible for 3D object Fresh animation setup (fade duration, rotation, spin action, etc.).
let fadeDuration: TimeInterval = 0.3
let rotateDuration: TimeInterval = 10
let waitDuration: TimeInterval = 0.5
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lazy var fadeAndSpinAction: SCNAction = {
return .sequence([
.fadeIn(duration: fadeDuration),
.rotateBy(x: 0, y: CGFloat.pi * 360 / 60, z: 0, duration: rotateDuration),
.wait(duration: waitDuration),
.fadeOut(duration: fadeDuration)
])
}()
lazy var fadeAction: SCNAction = {
return .sequence([
.fadeOpacity(by: 0.8, duration: fadeDuration),
.wait(duration: waitDuration),
.fadeOut(duration: fadeDuration)
])
}()
In this part of the code, we can see product state 3d models. We can see three product states depending
on product type and label state combination (fresh, check again, do not use).
lazy var freshNode: SCNNode = {
guard let scene = SCNScene(named: "Fresh.scn"),
let node = scene.rootNode.childNode(withName: "fresh", recursively: false) else { return SCNNode()
}
let scaleFactor = 0.010
node.scale = SCNVector3(scaleFactor, scaleFactor, scaleFactor)
node.eulerAngles.x = 0
node.runAction(SCNAction.rotateBy(x: 0, y: 0, z: 0, duration: 0.0))
return node
}()
lazy var checkNode: SCNNode = {
guard let scene = SCNScene(named: "Check.scn"),
let node = scene.rootNode.childNode(withName: "check", recursively: false) else { return SCNNode()
}

let scaleFactor = 0.1
node.scale = SCNVector3(scaleFactor, scaleFactor, scaleFactor)
return node
}()

}

lazy var donotNode: SCNNode = {
guard let scene = SCNScene(named: "Do not use.scn"),
let node = scene.rootNode.childNode(withName: "donot", recursively: false) else { return SCNNode()
let scaleFactor = 0.25
node.scale = SCNVector3(scaleFactor, scaleFactor, scaleFactor)
node.eulerAngles.x += -.pi / 2
return node
}()
override func viewDidLoad() {
super.viewDidLoad()
sceneView.delegate = self
configureLighting()
}
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func configureLighting() {
sceneView.autoenablesDefaultLighting = true
sceneView.automaticallyUpdatesLighting = true
}
override func viewWillAppear(_ animated: Bool) {
super.viewWillAppear(animated)
}

resetTrackingConfiguration()

override func viewWillDisappear(_ animated: Bool) {
super.viewWillDisappear(animated)
sceneView.session.pause()
}
@IBAction func resetButtonDidTouch(_ sender: UIBarButtonItem) {
resetTrackingConfiguration()
}
Here is the part of the code to give the information to a user to move the camera to detect smart packaging.
func resetTrackingConfiguration() {
guard let referenceImages = ARReferenceImage.referenceImages(inGroupNamed: "AR Resources",
bundle: nil) else { return }
let configuration = ARWorldTrackingConfiguration()
configuration.detectionImages = referenceImages
let options: ARSession.RunOptions = [.resetTracking, .removeExistingAnchors]
sceneView.session.run(configuration, options: options)
label.text = "Move camera around to detect smart packaging"
}
}
extension SecondViewController: ARSCNViewDelegate {
This part of the code will render information about packaging name and state after detection.
func renderer(_ renderer: SCNSceneRenderer, didAdd node: SCNNode, for anchor: ARAnchor) {
DispatchQueue.main.async {
guard let imageAnchor = anchor as? ARImageAnchor,
let imageName = imageAnchor.referenceImage.name else { return }
let overlayNode = self.getNode(withImageName: imageName)
overlayNode.opacity = 0
overlayNode.position.y = 0.2
overlayNode.runAction(self.fadeAndSpinAction)
node.addChildNode(overlayNode)
self.label.text = "Smart packaging detected: \"\(imageName)\""
}

}

func getPlaneNode(withReferenceImage image: ARReferenceImage) -> SCNNode {
let plane = SCNPlane(width: image.physicalSize.width,
height: image.physicalSize.height)
let node = SCNNode(geometry: plane)
return node
}
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func getNode(withImageName name: String) -> SCNNode {
var node = SCNNode()
switch name {
case "Glutamol day fresh state":
node = freshNode
case " Glutamol day check product state":
node = checkNode
case " Glutamol day do not use":
node = donotNode
default:
break
}
return node
}
}
To build the application on a mobile device, Xcode 9.4 and programing language, Swift was used. Figure 5
shows the xCode screen while App is running in test mode on a mobile device.

Figure 5: Building Smart Packaging Application on iPhone in Xcode

Figure 6: AR Smart Packaging App Demo
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4. DISCUSSION
The final application is a working AR application; it fully meets all the requirements for an AR application.
As a result, the service was able to show the product state (freshness) depending on smart label state and
packaging image target and to provide a variety of information in a very accurate and fast way.
The application also has GPS working features to personalise information depending on the phones GPS
location. GPS integration can help the application to recognise the Store and find the product price
depending on location.

5. CONCLUSION
The AR concept of the smart packaging shows that it is possible to create an application for reading content
and checking the product freshness in smart packaging using smart labels. Current technological advances
ensure the implementation of such a control system. In the future, we expect the fall in prices of smart inks
for printing smart labels and greater development of AR. Advances in powerful CPU, camera,
accelerometer, GPS, and solid state compass are present in all mobile phones today, making them the best
handheld platform for this AR system. However, their small display size is less than ideal for 3D user
interfaces, but it is expected that in the future this system will be able to adapt and head mounted displays
(HMD) and spatial displays.
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